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PREFACE

In the name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most Merciful. First and foremost, I would like to express my highest gratitude to Allah S.W.T. for everything and also upon the Last Messenger, Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him). Finally the research paper has been finished in order to partially fulfill one of the requirements for Sarjana Pendidikan Degree in English Education Study Program, Faculty of Language and Arts Education, Indonesia University of Education.

The study aims to find out the resources and learning aids for English teaching and learning which are employed by a teacher of deaf and hard of hearing learners. Furthermore, the study also intends to investigate what way which is conducted by the teacher if she finds the selected materials are not relevant to students’ needs and characteristics. The research relates to materials development field which is combined with theories of deaf and hard of hearing teaching and learning including characteristics of the students.

Due to the lacks of the research and knowledge, the constructive suggestion and inputs are welcomed for improvement in future and further research. Last but not least, hopefully the research is expected to be beneficial for everyone especially for further research related to English materials development and deaf and hard of hearing teaching and learning process.

Annisa Syamrotul Puadah
Alhamdulillahirrabil ‘Alamin

I would like to express my highest gratitude and all perfect praise to Allah Subhanahu Wa Ta’ala, The Lord of the World, –La Haula Wala Quwwata Illa Billah- “There is no power nor strength but from Allah “ for blessing, health, and mercy in completing the research. Shalawat and salam are sent to the last messenger, Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) who had delivered the truth and completed our belief.

The study is never the work of anyone alone. Many people in different ways have contributed for making the research possible. First and Foremost, I would like to express my sincere gratitude to my main supervisor Prof. Dr. Emi Emilia Ph. D. and my Co-Supervisor, Dr. Wachyu Sundayana, M.A. I thank you very much for guidance, encouragement, advices, caring, and patience due to accomplishment the research.

I also would like to express my gratitude to the principal of SLB Cicendo, Pak Priyono, S. Pd and the public relation officer Bu Dedeh, Thank you for permission and also support during the research. Special appreciation goes to Dra. Wiwien J. Winajangwaty for her kindness, supports, and patience. I do believe Allah recompenses all your kindness.

My deepest appreciation goes to my parents Yuyu Wahyu and Nunung Nurhayati, thank you for loving, caring, supports and especially for prayers. It also goes to my little (big) brother Yuhana Muhammad Kartiwa who always motivates and warns me.
I would like to express my appreciation to all lecturers in English Education Department of Indonesia University of Education. Thank you very much for the supports. Then my sincere also goes to all staffs of English Education Department of Faculty of Language and Arts Education, Indonesia University of Education, thank you for administrative helps.

I thank you for my best friends Widia Purnamasari, Nuning Tejaningrum, Astri Indah Lestari, Mundarti, Neni Lisawati, Noviyanti, Fitri Apriyanti. Thanks for being my friends and supports.

I also thank you for my classmates, Education B 2010, who are being my mates in last four years, for ESA especially for the Financial Bureau, thanks for valuable experiences that you all give to me.

My special thanks are also for my best friends in BsPI, Ummu Rahayu Setianingsih, S. Si, Isma Safera Salsabila Solihat S. Pd, Asmidasari Harahap S. Pd, Fitri Iswari Chaniago, and others who inspire me to complete the study. Thank you for caring, sharing, and ukhuwah. I hope we will meet in Jannah.

Thank you for everyone who helps and prays for me. I cannot mention every single name. Indeed, your all kindness will be paid by Allah with the better reprisal.
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